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The powerscore lsat logical reasonin

SVP Joined: September 28, 2009 Status: Graduated Affiliations: HEC Post: 1541 Concentration: Economy, Finance Review of Powerscore's LSAT Logical Reasoning Bible [#permalink] Updated at: 06 Jul 2010, 5:16 Pros:1. Difficulty - The size, multiple topics and complexity of some of these additional chapters definitely make this book
much harder than powerscore CR Bible.2. Additional topics - While the additional chapters will specifically accommodate LSAT, reading them can strengthen your overall CR skills and allow you to see these questions from another, and perhaps better, angle.3. Discussion - This book does a good job of explaining each part and reinforcing
the material with practice exercises and real test questions.4. Product quality - Although a minor problem, the pages and book cover are of good quality. Cons:1. Intended use - This is an LSAT guide, so some parts of the book are unnecessary and distracting. 2. Size - A total of 542 pages, this book is absolutely massive and heavy.3.
Price - Prices range from 40 to 65 dollars. It's expensive. 4. Exhaustion - How long and energy it takes to fully absorb this book's content will exhaust you. The conditional reasoning part is particularly frustrating. Overall assessment:This is a very, very large and time-consuming book. For most people, this guide is simply too big and
expensive to justify somewhere in their GMAT library. What's more, Powerscore already offers a CR guide specifically aimed at GMAT. However, a number of high verbal scorers have used the LR book and strongly recommend it. There is certainly something special about this book, and it should be emphasized that this is the most
powerful guide to mastering CR and LR concepts. If you are unable to commit to the LR guide, this will not put you at a disadvantage. Just use the Powerscore CR guide and you should be fine. But if you're aiming for a very high verbal score, and have the energy, time and money to do it, then the powerscore LR Bible is probably the right
choice for you. This book goes beyond GMAT and will give you an advantage on test day. _________________ Originally posted by BM on June 17, 2010, 12:27 pm. Last edited by BM on July 06, 2010, 5:16 am, edited 1 time in total. SVP Joined: Oct 12, 2009 Status: Nothing comes easy: nor do I want. Posts: 2438 Location: Malaysia
Concentration: Technology, Entrepreneurship Schools: ISB '15 (M) GMAT 1: 670 Q49 V31 GMAT 2: 710 Q50 V35 Re: Review of Powerscore's LR Bible [#permalink] 17 Jun 2010, 12:36 Thank you very much for the review and I would like to add my comments as well.powerscore CR bible is a wonderful book and a must read. The best
strategy is to read the powerscore Cr bible 2 times and then practice OG12 and And Verbal. If possible, do AND twice. We have many tests - powerprep (and overlap exist), gmatprep, mgmat tests. If we still feel that we more training training only we should use LSAT CR and that also just practice questions. Make sure that near the exam
gets used to Gmat CR using OG's. Since most of us work full-time, it is not advisable to do things out of scope. The time spent on Ds/Sc will have more benefit than spent on extra stuff. Just my opinion. SVP Joined: September 28, 2009 Status: Graduated Affiliations: HEC Posts: 1541 Concentration: Economy, Finance Re: Review of
Powerscore's LR Bible [#permalink] June 17, 2010, 1:40 pm Thanks for the input, gurpreetsingh! I agree with you about the Powerscore CR Bible. It's amazing, and I recommend this above all others almost every time. The quality and price simply cannot be matched by any other GMAT guide. In addition, it is actually a pleasant reading.
That said, I still favor the LR guide for special cases. ________________ Intern Joined: 19 June 2010 Post: 14 Re: Review of Powerscore's LR Bible [#permalink] 26 Jun 2010, 11:46 It looks like you used LSAT a lot for prep. I just ordered the RC book and will get this too. What about Superprep? You wrote a review for it too, but is it too
much after RC and LR books? SVP Joined: September 28, 2009 Status: Graduated Affiliations: HEC Posts: 1541 Concentration: Economics, Finance Re: Review of Powerscore's LR Bible [#permalink] June 26, 2010, 13:08 I incorporated three LSAT books into my GMAT studies. SuperPrep is decent, but most people will consider this
excessive. Wait until you finish the Powerscore guides before making a decision. And don't forget to also use the Manhattan SC guide. And if there's not too much trouble, tell us what you think of Powerscore's LR and RC guides! _________________ Manager Joined: Aug 16, 2009 Posts: 186 Re: Review of Powerscore's LR Bible
[#permalink] 01 Jul 2010, 1:36 AM I am currently reading one. A little Detailed, but a good book, especially if you dread CR (atleast I do ) Manager Joined: 25 Feb 2010 Post: 249 Re: Review of Powerscore's LR Bible [#permalink] Jul 01, 2010, 7:05 dokiyoki wrote: I am currently reading one. A little Verbose, but a good book, especially if
you dread THE CR (lately I do )Don't be afraid of CR ... There should only be one thing in your mind: Just do it At least, I have this in my mind. _________________ GGG (Gym / GMAT / Girl) -- Be seriousIs your duty to add OA afterwards; someone has to wait for it ... Manager Joined: August 16, 2009 Post: 186 Re: Review of
Powerscore's LR Bible [#permalink] July 02, 2010, 9:52 Pm Thanks onedayill, I guess the only way to fight fear is to face it ! The ridiculous part about CR is that our (author and I) views just don't match!! Btw, interesting profile picture. Manager Joined: February 25, 2010 Post: 249 Re: Review of Powerscore's LR Bible [#permalink] Jul 03,
2010, 5:23 am dokiyoki wrote: The ridiculous part about CR is that ours &amp; I) views just do not match!! Btw, interesting profile picture. It's true ... That's what it's all happens Thanks for Pic. _________________ GGG (Gym / GMAT / Girl) -- Be seriousIs your duty to add OA afterwards; someone has to wait for it ... Retired Moderator
Joined: May 10, 2010 Post: 803 Re: Review of Powerscore's LR Bible [#permalink] July 06, 2010, 4:58 AM I find the idea of following a book just because someone with v51 recommended it, a little wrong. This is confusing correlation with causation. No one knows how much that particular book helped achieve the score. For that matter, I
read a recent debrief of 750+ scores, where the author found after CR strategies tough/time consuming, and he just went off his gut feeling. _________________ The question is you can not rise up to iconic! The real question is do you want? SVP Joined: September 28, 2009 Status: Graduated Affiliations: HEC Post: 1541 Concentration:
Economics, Finance Re: Review of Powerscore's LR Bible [#permalink] Jul 06, 2010, 5:27 am AbhiJ wrote: In finding the idea of following a book just because someone with V51 recommended it, a little wrong. This is confusing correlation with causation. No one knows how much that particular book helped achieve the score. I see your
point and have edited the original post. Thanks! Still, I didn't want to focus on that one line too much, as it's not about a high-scorer (singular) who used the book. It's about high verbal scorers (plural) who used the book and expressed their enthusiasm for it. And while you're right that no one can quantify how much a book helped them
score on the test, the point is that it helped them. But you can choose which method works best for you. Whatever you decide, I wish you good luck! _________________ Internal Together: Feb 18, 2011 Post: 1 Re: Review of Powerscore's LR Bible [#permalink] 24 Feb 2011, 01:35 Am Wow! It feels great to see that technology is also
concerned about Bible content, and there are really existing websites that generate it in a simple and modern way. Through these, we will have access to the Bible verses and expressions more easily. I hope that it is also available here in my country. Thanks. Internal Joined: 06 Nov 2010 Post: 13 Re: Review of Powerscore's LSAT
Logical Reasoning Bible [#permalink] 20 Jan 2014, 20:58 Hello friends, I have a Powerscore LR book and I heard the LR book is very much similar to the CR book, but only with additional chapters. Can someone tell me which chapters I should include in studying for the GMAT CR section? I try to cut some of the material in LR that will not
be tested in GMAT. Thank you piles. SVP Joined: 28 Sep 2009 Status: Graduated Affiliations: HEC Post: 1541 Concentration: Economy, Finance Re: Review of Powerscore's LSAT Logical Reasoning Bible [#permalink] 23 Jan 2014, 01:28 Hello, mike9428. The answer you are looking for can be found in the following thread (scroll down
someone to find Non-Human User Quit: Oct 01 2013 Posts: 9860 Re: Review of Powerscore's LSAT Logical Reasoning Bible [#permalink] 11 Jul 2019, 6:47 Hello from GMAT Club VerbalBot! Thanks to another GMAT Club member, I have just discovered this valuable topic, but it had no discussion for over a year. I am now bumping it up -
doing my job. I think you can find it valuable (esp those answers with Kudos). Want to see all other topics I'm digging out? Follow me (click follow the button on the profile). You will receive a summary of all topics I encounter in your profile area, as well as by email. $49.99 | $99.99 | Save 34% Free Shipping on all book orders!* *Only
available in the Us and Canada Shipping Information This is a hard copy paperback book. PowerScore LSAT Logical Reasoning BibleTM is the most comprehensive book available for the Logic Reasoning section of LSAT. This book will give you an advanced system to attack all logical reasoning questions that you may encounter on
LSAT. The terms presented in the Logical Reasoning Bible are representative of the techniques covered in PowerScore's live courses and have been consistently proven effective for thousands of our students. The book contains and explains a detailed methodology for attacking all aspects of Logic Reasoning issues, including
recognizing question types, identifying common reasoning elements, and determining their validity, methods of effectively and accurately making inferences and techniques to quickly eliminate answer choices when solving the questions. Entire chapters are devoted to all relevant question types, to section strategy and time management,
and to even the most challenging reasoning concepts presented, such as Formal Logic, Conditional Reasoning and Causation. In addition, Logical Reasoning Bible has discussion of aspects of the Digital LSAT interface as well as chart strategies. You will also find a look at the LSAC digital interface itself - with its main features noted -
and over 100 real LSAT Logical Reasoning questions used to illustrate and amplify our techniques. This includes examples for each of the question types referenced above. The two logical reasoning sections on LSAT represent about 50% of your end result and are often considered to be the most challenging aspect of the test. But when
you understand how to effectively approach each question type and deconstruct the reasoning presented, the solution to each question can be quickly detected. Through step-by-step analysis of all reasoning ideas that you will encounter, detailed explanations for each answer selection and comprehensive exercises to enforce all major
concepts, this book will teach you how to solve even the most complicated logical reasoning problems. The logical reasoning Bible is also supplemented by a website that provides additional material that complements the book and answers common student questions. Table of Contents Chapter 1: Introduction Two: The Basics of Logical
Reasoning Chapter Three: Question Stem and Answer ChoicesChapter Four: Must Be True and Most Strongly Supported QuestionsChapter Five: Main Point QuestionChapter Six: Conditional ReasoningCha Seven: Weaken QuestionsCapsions Eight: Cause and Effect ReasoningChapter Nine: Strength QuestionChapter Ten: Justify the
Conclusion QuestionChapter Eleven: Assumption QuestionsChapter Twelve: Solve Paradox QuestionChapter Thirteen: Formal LogicChapter Fourteen : Method of Reasoning QuestionsCaps Fifteen: Errors in Reasoning QuestionsChapter Sixteen : Parallel Reasoning QuestionChapter Seventeen: Numbers and PercentagesChater
Eighteen: Evaluate the Argument QuestionChapter Nineteen: Cannot Be True QuestionsChapter Twenty: Point at Issue and Point of Agreement QuestionsChapter Twenty-One: Principle QuestionsChapter Twenty-Two: Section Strategy and Time ManagementOnline Appendix InformationGlossary and Index Dave Killoran, graduate of
Duke University, is an expert in test preparation with over 20 years of teaching experience and a 99th percentile score on an LSAC-administered LSAT. In addition to having written PowerScore's legendary LSAT Bible Series, and many other popular publications, Dave has overseen the preparation of thousands of students and founded
two national LSAT preparation companies.  Does PowerScore LSAT Logical Reasoning bible use real LSAT questions? Yes, we believe the use of real questions is essential for high level LSAT preparation. The logical reasoning Bible has 135 real questions taken from previously published LSATs.Is Logical Reasoning Bible just a
collection of problems or will it teach me how to understand and solve reasoning questions? The purpose of logical reasoning Bible is to teach you how to attack and solve all kinds of logical reasoning questions that appear on the LSAT. There are comprehensive explanations of the PowerScore methodology, how to identify argument
structure and inference, useful exercises, and of course complete explanations of all the problems in the book. The book has real LSAT questions to explain our approach and to give you practice in using our techniques. If any of the questions in the book are taken from 10 Real LSAT PrepTests or 10 More Real LSAT PrepTests will it hurt
my preparation? No! Firstly, there are thousands of LSAT Logical Reasoning questions that are currently in release from LSAC, and we use only a fraction of those in the Logical Reasoning Bible. And, a number of questions in the book are NOT taken from 10 Real LSAT PrepTests or 10 More Real LSAT PrepTests. Either way, even if you
encounter a problem in an exercise test that seen in the book, the Bible will show you how to attack that question in the most effective way possible. You can't get hurt by seeing the best way to solve a question, and many students realize after reading the Logical Reasoning Bible that methods they previously used and thought were
effective were actually ineffective. In addition, the Logical Reasoning Bible includes a number of exercises that will help you learn the skills taught in the book. Between exercises and questions, you will have a variety of opportunities to learn and use PowerScore methodology. Methodology.
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